WITCHCRAFT..CHARISMATIC WITCHES
Witchcraft covers a vast area. It is best described as: “control, domination or
manipulation by any means other than the Holy Spirit”.
If you reject righteous authority (by not submitting to Adonai’s
laws), you will submit to unrighteous authority. Disobedience of
what Dad said to do, is spiritual rebellion (1Sam. 15:23). If you
will not submit to Adonai, you will submit to the devil (James
4:7). You are on one side or the other, you cannot walk both
sides of the fence. The influence of “witchcraft” in our
world today makes it by far public enemy #1. Through
witchcraft, in its many categories, demons gain easy access to
all people. The Bible says we are to stay away from any form
of supernatural power or knowledge other than that given by
the Holy Spirit. Witchcraft comes in many forms, including astrology, psychology, physic
readings, horoscopes, palm reading, hypnotism, channeling, new age religion, eastern
religions and on, and on, and on. These types of witchcraft influences are commonly
known, but the biggest deceivers of all, actual witches, are prevalent and active. For more
information on witches and warlocks read the section on Satanism in my book called
“Spiritual Warfare”.
There are two kinds of witches in today’s society that are fooling and manipulating
people. The ones who are witches and know it, and those who don’t realize they are. The
ones that know what they are, are dangerous, but the ones that don’t realize they are, are
even more dangerous, because they supposedly play for the Christian team. They are
supposedly following the precious word of our Bible.
SEVEN STEPS OF SATANISM
The Believers of today should be aware of the witchcraft that has infiltrated their
churches. They should recognize the signs among their congregation before it’s too late.
The following things should be watched for among “the called out ones” making up the
body of Messiah.
Eight steps satanic groups/false prophets use to infiltrate churches:
1.
When was the last time you heard ANY teacher, preacher, clergy, prophet, or healer,
state CLEARLY what god they serve? Do they ever say they serve, Yahveh, YHVH of
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob? They declare openly their faith in a god, but like the church
members themselves, never actually say what god they proclaim to follow. WHY
NOT!!? Could it be because they aren’t serving Yahveh? Figure it out for yourself. The
charismatic, mostly Pentecostal churches, are openly gullible to this altar call kind of
profession to a god never specified.
2.
Witches build their credibility in christian churches with monetary contributions. The
church is very vulnerable to this because they will always take money without questions.
By giving money they automatically become respected leaders and teachers. The fact is
you will rarely find poor people on the churches board of directors.
3.
Satanists main goal is to kill the power of family group prayer in the church. They
destroy the prayer base of the church by getting the families and people to be separate so
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there is no power block of prayer. They develop separate programs for women, men and
children to keep the parents separated from their children as much as possible. They
promote men’s breakfasts (Promise Keepers type), women’s prayer groups, children’s
groups, teen-age (youth) groups, 50 plus groups, senior groups, etc. to separate the
family members and keep them from praying in power blocks of family units. The power of
a man and wife praying in unity (echad), is nuclear.
4.
They spread untrue rumors in the church to cause dissension among the members.
5.
They usually take on teaching positions within the church. SUNday school teachers
are commonly Satanists because few people want to teach the children. They then set the
children up with strange beliefs that they eventually use to lead them into an occult group.
6.
They stop all accurate teaching about Satan. They commonly promote the following
type teaching: They say teaching about Satan gives him glory, takes peoples minds off of
god and tempts people to turn to Satan, etc.
7.
They directly attack members in the physical, emotional and spiritual realm so they
become sickly and in-effective, through astral-projection.
8.
They put legal curses on the church building and property. In many cases you will
find bones buried on the property, dedicating it to Satan.
People should know that with one simple incantation from a witch, demons can be
assigned to every member of the church. The purpose being that the demon will prevent
them from hearing any bad thoughts about Satan from teachers or leaders. Though not
demonized, the people hear voices telling them that Satan is not to be feared or learned
about.
The fact that most churches around us today are dead and in-effective is proof that
the Satanists and false prophets (both on the same team) are doing a very good job.
The seven deadly sins of the Christian church are: pride, greed, envy, anger,
gluttony, lust, and sloth (passivity). Satanism advocates indulging in each of these “sins”
as they all lead to physical, mental, or emotional gratification.

CHARISMATIC WITCHES
“Charismatic witches” are those people who don’t realize that they are delving into
the forces of the adversary. They think that
they are being constantly lead by the Holy
Spirit. They are involved in everything
imaginable at the church. They always seem
to volunteer their time so they can maintain
control. She is the lady that never misses a
SUNday service. They think that they truly are
special Christians with special authority and
power given to them by God. They see visions
and have vivid dreams regularly, and believe
these things are from God, without ever testing
them. They get what you might call “insider
information” from familiar demon spirits, and
think they are being helped by angels. They
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usually use this force to manipulate or dominate those around them, without realizing
what the source of their power is. These charismatic witches usually think they are
baptized in the Holy Spirit, and believe their demonic tongues are Godly. Because there
simply is no testing of the spirits (1John 4:1-3) in the charismatic churches of today, they
don’t know that their tongues and baptism are false and demonic, compliments of the
false prophet and anti-Messiah spirits that abound in the uncontrolled charismatic
churches.
These witches usually have serious control over their husband and children, and
many others in the church organization. They are the ones behind the scenes
manipulating the leaders and elders to do as they so desire. The husbands in these

homes are often very successful in business and everything outside the home, but under
domination in the home. The pressures of witchcraft in the home prevent husbands from
having their proper authority in the home. The man is to be the spiritual authority in the
home, and when he doesn’t fulfill this position, it creates problems. These problems
frequently manifest as rebellion in the children, and can cause troublesome divisions in
the family unit, often resulting in the unnecessary break-up of the family.
Witches can be either male and female. The spirit of witchcraft is not gender
conscious. This spirit of domination can happen to males also, but it’s definitely more
prominent in women.
These witches seem to constantly get personal prophetic words for their friends and
congregational members. They are looked upon in the church as very holy women and
prayer warriors. Many of them develop a following of their own. Some of them wander off
quietly into what seems to be innocent ventures of palm reading, iridology, magnetic
healing, yin and yang, chi, etc., type demonic manifestations with Christian labels. They
often have private so-called bible studies in their homes, that are anything but.
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Many inexperienced or dogmatic
Believers think that a person’s
mediumistic powers automatically
disappear when he or she becomes a
Believer. It is estimated by experienced
councillors that as many as 50% of
these occult gifts survive after
conversion. If one discovers that he is in
possession of mediumistic powers, he is
duty bound to ask Yah to remove them
and to replace them with the gifts of the
Holy Spirit. Some theologians maintain
that mediumistic powers can be
cleansed and later used in the service of
Yahveh. This notion, of course is
inaccurate and must be strongly
opposed. There is a fundamental
difference between mediumistic gifts
and charismatic gifts. Real spiritual gifts
are received after conversion; natural or
mediumistic gifts are either inherited or
acquired through dabbling in sorcery.
Gifts of the Holy Spirit can never be inherited. In many of today’s so-called Christian
circles, there are many who have and use mediumistic gifts, and use them as gifts of the
Holy Spirit. Many of their followers are in this way being lead into serious error. They are
being lead by the spirit of error, extremism, familiar spirits, and fanaticism. Thousands of
these people are falling into this dangerous trap.
What used to be called witchcraft is now disguised under the auspices (label) of
psychic research, ESP, mental telepathy, psychometry, black arts, mind control, etc..
The reason there are so many charismatic witches today is simply because of
Biblical rebellion. These people simply don’t and won’t follow the laws/instructions of
Adonai that He commanded us to follow. Refusing to follow the laws of Yahveh is spiritual
rebellion. Spiritual rebellion is as the sin of witchcraft. 1Sam. 15:23 “For rebellion is as the
sin of divination, And insubordination is as iniquity and idolatry. Because you have
rejected the word of Adonai, He has also rejected you from {being} king.” As it states in
James 4:7, we are first to submit to Adonai, and then the devil will flee. Unless we submit
and follow Yah’s instructions, we are not protected from Satan. James 4:7 says “submit
to Yahveh” . That means follow the commandments, and then you can resist the devil!
(Mar 26/16) Jerry Hennig
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